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Panda Basics

• Launched 8/05 to achieve 
scalable data-driven WMS

• Prototype 9/05

• Production 12/05

• OSG program 9/06

• VO-neutral, Condor++

• Integrated with data mgmt

• Pilot-based ‘CPU harvesting’

• Analysis as well as production

• Automation, monitoring, low 
operations manpower

• Insulate users (end- and VO-) 
from grid complexity, problems

• Lower entry threshold

• Cautious in its dependencies

• Proven components
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Workload management system for Production ANd Distributed Analysis
Panda team @ BNL, UT Arlington, U Chicago
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Panda Operation
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Server Architecture

Pilots exit immediately if no jobs available; no queue slot time wasted
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Panda Based Analysis
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Panda Monitor
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US ATLAS Apr/May Error Rates
Includes all error sources (for Panda, primarily application errors)
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Panda/pathena Users
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Personal Pages

• Job set, job, dataset access

• Quota info (quotas not 
active yet)

• Same diagnostic access as 
shift ops; drill-down to 
pilot level

• Browser access to logfiles

• Integrated with dataset 
browser

• EGEE sites supported in 
dataset/file browser 
(within limits of LFC 
capability)

• Functions like initiating 
dataset replications to be 
added
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Panda on OSG, EGEE: AutoPilot
• Extensions to support broad OSG, EGEE deployment developed since Sep ’06

• Extends automation/monitoring into the pilot/scheduling subsystem

• Keeps operational manpower low despite broader deployment

• Rapid diagnostics of site, submission problems

• Flexible use of ‘tags’ to dynamically define logical queue groupings for 
use by application communities

• Queue content of the tag changed ‘behind the scenes’, either 
automatically (lcg-infosites) or manually (OSG), based on queue 
health

• Insulates user from ‘grid weather’; hit ‘play’ and forget

• Centralized control, monitoring of multiple distributed pilot submit hosts for 
scalability, redundancy (BNL, Madison, CERN, Lyon)

• Avoids Condor submission/monitoring scaling limits

• Enables dynamically adjustable, feedback-driven pilot submit rate

• Operating stably on OSG+EGEE since fall ‘06; currently 255 gatekeepers, 
360 queues, 281 with working pilots

• OSG: 58 gatekeepers, 69 queues, 49 operational
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Pilot Monitoring
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Queue Info DB

• MySQL DB of site/queue status, config

• Auto-loading of current queue status 
from BDII, for LCG
• lcg-infosites. Where is osg-infosites?

• Pilots scan the site to extract info, load 
to DB (eg available releases)

• Easy dynamic reconfiguration 
immediately visible to pilot submission 
system

• Use of tags to dynamically establish 
queue groupings for different purposes

• Site performance statistics gathering, 
the basis of dynamic brokerage 
decisions based on actual pilot 
availability
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Non-ATLAS OSG Usage
Currently CHARMM, cf. Petar yesterday. Others welcome!

Much thanks to CHARMM team for patience and help!
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User/VO does
- job submission, using 
simple http-based Python 
client
- pilot submission, such 
that pilots carry their DN 
identity
- queue group (tag) 
organization they require

BNL/ATLAS/OSG provides
- Panda service/DB 
infrastructure; same as 
used by US ATLAS
- Panda monitoring, VO 
customization possible
- Configured machine(s) for 
VO pilot submission (@ 
Madison)
- Support from ~3 FTE pool 
at BNL
- Future: Data mgmt and 
data-driven workflow 
(ATLAS dependencies 
currently being excised)
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Panda, Condor Glide-ins, and OSG

• Use of glide-ins in Panda has been in the plan since Oct ’05 meeting with Miron 
Livny et al @ Madison

• Actively pursued since Sep ’06 when we gained manpower (a student) to work on it, 
support shared by ATLAS and OSG

• Initial priority is a new capability for Condor: schedd glide-ins to support site-level 
pilot factory to achieve better scalability, particularly for analysis

• Moves pilot submission inside site perimeter to avoid GK GRAM bottleneck

• Working directly with Condor team

• Development complete, deployment in progress

• Just made a new OSG extensions hire at BNL which provides the manpower to 
proceed with startd glide-ins also

• Re-implement Panda pilot using startd as basis of pilot

• Use Igor Sfiligoi’s glideinWMS as basis for startd glidein infrastructure

• Well documented, code available, extensive security and monitoring 
features, welcomes collaboration

• Objective: common glide-in infrastructure with CMS
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Security in Panda

• Uses GSI based security for the server’s LAMP software stack 
and its client communications (https)
• User ID, tracking, accounting, controls system is internal
• Panda activity fully logged and accounted

• Individual user activity (DN) recorded

• Will leverage Condor (startd glidein based pilots) to get 
glExec functionality (pilot ID = user ID) where needed
• Client<->Server validation, payload validation still to come
• Expect to draw on CMS/FNAL work

• Data protection is responsibility of DDM system
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Near-term Plans

• In progress: Broaden LCG, OSG deployment for ATLAS analysis 
& production
• Based on interest and local data availability

• In progress: Panda based production on opportunistic OSG sites, 
LCG sites (Canada WestGrid)

• Summer: Deploy schedd glide-in based pilot factory to key 
ATLAS analysis sites (BNL, UTA, ...)

• Summer: Extend Panda@LCG to ATLAS production, depending 
on ATLAS decisions/policies

• Summer/Fall: Integrate startd glide-ins as pilots
• Leveraging CMS (Igor Sfiligoi) startd glidein factory

• Planning a visit of Igor and Condor expert to BNL, late Aug

• Selective deployment depending on requirements/performance (eg. 
glexec (user ID) support, multi-tasking pilot support (Condor VMs))
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Summary

• Panda performing very well for ATLAS production, analysis
• Both as ATLAS production system component and as end-to-end system

• Work on hardening, robustness, automation, monitoring has paid off

• Activity now is focusing on broadening deployment and usage, supporting 
scale-up, integrating middleware to extend functionality
• ATLAS production/analysis across OSG and EGEE

• Expand/improve OSG VO support, having learned from CHARMM

• Condor extensions/integration in OSG program to support scale-up, extend pilot 
functionality (and simplify application-level code)

• Ready to provide stable and robust service for ATLAS when datataking starts
• We’re ready to start turning scalability knobs, but no operational need yet

• Committed to making Panda the vehicle for effective ATLAS analysis throughout the US

• Demonstrated capability to support OSG VOs other than ATLAS
• Ready, willing, and with the manpower resources to expand this

• To provide low-threshold, low-maintenance WMS for OSG VOs

• Will soon offer support for data handling and data-driven workflow which now is DIY
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